
 Willamette Leadership Academy Bus Rules 

 All cadets are required to follow the WLA Bus Rules. Failure to follow these rules could result in 
 suspension or expulsion from the WLA buses. Even if your cadet is transported to and from 
 school by a parent, please review these rules as we do take field trips in which all cadets utilize 
 the school buses. 

 1.  Cadets must be in uniform in order to board and ride a WLA school bus. The only 
 exception to this rule is for brand new cadets that have not been issued a uniform yet. 

 2.  All cadets are expected to arrive 5 minutes early to their bus stops. This helps keep the 
 bus routes running on time. 

 3.  All afternoon stop times are approximate, as traffic patterns frequently change. 
 4.  There will be no horseplay, fighting, or weapons allowed on the school bus. 
 5.  Cadets must remain seated while the bus is in motion. 
 6.  Cadets are not allowed to stick, poke, hang, or throw anything out of the bus windows. 
 7.  Cadets are expected to follow all rules and directions given by the drivers. 
 8.  Cadets are expected to remain silent at all railroad crossings. 
 9.  Cadets are expected to keep the aisles clear at all times. 
 10.  Cadets may not consume food while on the school bus. 
 11.  WLA will make our best efforts to have middle school cadets and high school cadets sit 

 in separate sections of the school bus, with the exception of siblings. 
 12.  Cadets may only board and depart the bus at their designated stops. Any changes to 

 authorized bus stops -even for just one day- must be submitted by a parent or guardian 
 at least 48 hours ahead of time in order to remain within bus capacity limits. We will 
 accommodate temporary changes as we can but they are not guaranteed. 

 13.  Bus stops are an extension of the WLA campus and proper behavior is expected while 
 cadets are present at stops. Failure to comply with school rules while in uniform at the 
 bus stops could result in WLA losing the ability to offer that location as a stop. 


